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40 Huntingwood Drive Huntingwood NSW 2148 

Phone: (02) 8825 1999 Website: www.aeroflowperformance.com 

INSTALLATION MANUAL 

AEROFLOW PERFORMANCE 

GM LS COMMODORE OIL PAN 

                                            WARNING! 

BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH INSTALLATION PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. THIS PRODUCT REQUIRES DETAILED 

KNOWLEDGE OF AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS. WE RECOMMEND THAT THIS INSTALLATION BE CARRIED OUT BY A QUALIFIED 

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN.  

INTRODUCTION 

Congratulations on your purchase of Aeroflow Performance GM LS conversion oil pan. Aeroflow Performance products cannot and will not be responsible for 

any damage, or other conditions resulting from misapplication of the parts described herein. However, it is our intention to provide the best possible products 

for our customer, products that perform properly and satisfy your expectations. Should you have any questions? Please call technical support at +61 2 8825 

1979 and have the product part number on hand when calling. 

This Aeroflow Performance oil pan kit is designed to replace your rusted or damaged OE oil pan with quality, reliable reproduction style parts. Keep the oil, your 

engine's lifeblood, where it belongs. This front sump design oil pan is a direct replacement fit for Holden Commodore VT-VZ or GM part number GM12640748. It 

is also compatible with all LS Series engines including the LSA. Later VE/VF engines will be required to use engine block oil dipstick tube plug AF64-2196 (sold 

separately).  

The Cast aluminium sump comes with new oil pick up, new oil pan gasket, oil cooler block off plate and gaskets, mounting hardware, OEM baffle and 

dipstick/tube. 

This late model VZ style sump is often used for early Commodore, Nissan 180sx, Toyota 86 and Subaru BRZ LS engine conversions. 

It holds 5.7 litres of engine oil and uses the oil pan factory dipstick that is included in this kit.  Fits the standard oil filter in the standard location.  Fits with a 

recommend crankshaft stoke of 3.62”.  

Before final assembly and install, make sure all parts are thoroughly cleaned.  
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REMOVAL 

1. Remove stock oil pan from the vehicle following the procedure from the factory service manual if you are unsure. Remove pick up 

and ensure to keep all hardware that was removed in case it is needed during the installation. 

2. To remove the OEM oil pan, drain the engine oil and remove the oil filter.  

3. Remove the starter motor and disconnect the oil level electrical connector (if required also remove the oil level sensor this oil pan 

does not have the provision for this oil level sensor). 

4. Remove the right hand and left-hand transmission cover bolts. The bottom two transmission bellhousing bolts and finally remove all 

the oil pan bolts.  

5. Rotate the oil pan until it can be removed from around the oil pump pickup screen. Removal of the oil pan may not be possible with 

the engine in the vehicle. 

6. Remove and discard the old oil pan gasket (a new one is supplied in this kit and it is recommended to use a new oil pan gasket).  

7. Remove the oil pump pickup screen and O-ring, discard O-ring and set the pickup aside as it will not be re-used (a new one is 

supplied in this kit and it is recommended to use a new oil pickup).  

 

INSTALLATION  

1. Before installation, please note the following points: 

I. All gasket surfaces should be free of oil or other foreign material during assembly. Inspect the engine block oil gallery 

passages to make sure they are free from any debris or restrictions. 

II. It is advisable to wash all of the new parts well before installing to remove any dirt or debris from the packing and 

shipping process. 

2. Install the supplied oil pick up O-ring onto the oil pump pickup tube also supplied and lubricate with clean engine oil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Install the new oil pump pickup tube ensuring that oil pump pickup tube is pushed completely into the oil pump before tightening 

the bolt. Do not allow the bolt to pull the tube into the pump. Torque these bolts to 12Nm. 

4. Install the supplied OEM baffle into the oil pan using the supplied M6 x 1.00 (13mm UHL) screws and torque down to 12Nm. This will 

be a tight fit so ensure to place baffle down at an even level into the oil pan to avoid any damage. 
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5. Install all four 1/4” NPT supplied plugs into the four locations shown below 

I. This step is very important to ensure no leaks in the oil pan due to machining processes this plugs are included to block off 

these machining ports. 

II. Ensure to use correct thread sealant when installing these plugs to ensure a leak free installation. 

III. These plugs may be installed already from factory. Ensure to check they correct depth and are not blocking the oil passages 

on the inside of the oil pan. This can be seen form the top view on the oil pan rail. 

 

6. To install the oil cross over tube, place the cross over tube into the oil pan the correct way with the tubes facing down toward the 

baffle plate.  Install both of the long studs that are supplied through the block which is located above the oil filter landing. These 

studs should be sticking out outside the oil pan and inside the oil pan. Install the factory metal/rubber gasket onto the studs on the 

inside of the oil pan. Screw in the studs into the cross over tube which has threads on the 2-bolt flange. Only start these at this point 

as you need to move to the over side of the cross over tube to install the other two bolts.  Install the two bolts into the oil pan next 

to the 1/4” NPT block off plugs. Install the factory metal/rubber gasket onto the bolts, and screw them into the cross over tube 

flange.  

7. Once all four studs/bolts have been started on to the cross over tubes you can continue to screw them in until the cross over tubes 

sit flush with the inside of the oil pan. Tighten the oil passage cover bolts to 12Nm. 

8. Install the metal 2 bolt gasket and oil plate block onto the studs on the outside of the oil pan. Two new serrated nuts are supplied 

which can be installed and tighten down to 8 Nm. 
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9. Install the two -12 ORB port supplied if you are not using any for a turbo drain setup.  

10. Install the new oil pan gasket to the oil pan and install the oil pan bolts to the pan through the gasket. The gasket is designed to hold 

the bolts in place. 

11. Apply a 5mm bead of gasket sealant 20mm long to the engine block directly onto the tabs of the front cover gasket and the rear 

cover gasket that protrude into the oil pan surface. 

12. Install the oil pan assembly to the engine block. Install all oil pan bolts and working from centre out. Torque these bolts to 11Nm. 

13. Install and tighten bellhousing bolts and torque to 50Nm. 

14. Install and tighten both the right hand and left hand transmission cover bolts and torque to 12Nm. 

15. Install and tighten the oil pan drain plug and torque to 24Nm 

16. Install the supplied oil filter adapter and tighten to 50Nm. Install new oil filter (sold separately). 

17. Start the vehicle and check for leaks and adequate oil pressure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information or technical enquires 

Contact: Aeroflow Performance on 

Phone: (02) 8825 1979 Website: www.aeroflowperformance.com 

http://www.aeroflowperformance.com/

